The mass spectra for both horizontal and vertical polarizations and the angular distributions of fragment ions arising from Coulomb explosion of tetrahedral methyl iodide (CH 3 I) ions, obtained at a laser intensity of 10 16 W cm −2 are presented. All fragment ion distributions are peaked along the direction corresponding to collinearity of the laser electric field with the time-of-flight mass spectrometer axis. The I n+ ion (n 7) angular distributions from the dissociation of the parent ions are all of similar widths, which would imply a geometric, as opposed to dynamic, alignment. Additionally, the lower-charged I ions have an isotropic component that decreases as the charge state increases. Measurements of the CH + m (m 3), C p+ (p 4) and H + ion distributions show that these are also maximal along the polarization direction. Furthermore, there is also a CH 2+ 2 ion peak present in the CH m group, which has a distribution similar to those measured for the other ions. This mass peak is the prominent multi-charged ion in this group. As the CH 3 I molecule is initially tetrahedral, these results suggest that the molecular structure undergoes a change such that the H-C and C-I bonds tend to lie along the field. Several authors have described work which first aligned CH 3 I molecules with a nanosecond laser and then photodissociated with a femtosecond laser, to produce fragment ion distributions. This is the first time that the angular distributions from a tetrahedral molecule have been presented using femtosecond laser pulses only and in the case of CH 3 I, for fragments other than CH + 3 and I + . The fragment energetics from the single CH 3 I molecule have been compared with those from recent work dealing with the Coulomb explosion of CH 3 I clusters.
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Introduction
The ability to control the relative spatial positions and orientations of groups of molecules is important enough to warrant intensive investigation into the various ways envisioned to achieve this. One such technique to align molecules termed the 'brute-force' method [1] , uses strong static electric fields to align and orient the molecules. The disadvantage of this method, however, is that it is only applicable to polar molecules. A more versatile technique is to use intense linearly polarized laser pulses to effect an alignment. The interaction with any permanent dipole moment averages to zero over an entire optical cycle and only the dipole moment induced by the laser field contributes to the alignment. Hence, both non-polar and polar molecules can be manipulated. The alignment is described by a cos n (θ ) dependence, where n describes the degree of alignment which increases as the parent charge state and hence the torque acting on the parent increases. The electric field vector subtends an angle θ with respect to the molecular axis.
Angular distributions of fragment ions that arise from photodissociation of the parent ion can be measured as a function of the polarization angle to determine the preferred direction of ejection of fragment ions with respect to the laser field. The resulting distribution may be due to molecular alignment, in some cases. However, the anisotropy observed in the distributions may alternatively be interpreted as an ionization-rate dependent upon the angle made with the laser field [2] . In this scenario, the dissociative ionization is enhanced when the molecular axis is collinear with the laser field.
In order to discriminate between these two effects, several authors have carried out experiments using non-resonant intense nanosecond pulses from a Nd:YAG laser to align neutral molecules, whilst a femtosecond laser pulse was employed to dissociate the parent (during the nanosecond pulse) and then ionize the fragments for detection [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] . In this way, if the fragment ions show an anisotropy it can only be due to the parent aligning with the (nanosecond) laser field. Various molecules such as CS 2 [3, 4] , I 2 [3, 5] and CH 3 I [3, 4, 6, 7] have been aligned using the nanosecond laser beam and the degree of alignment was somewhat controlled by increasing the intensity of the nanosecond aligning pulse.
The anisotropic ionization rate of molecules can provide a method of calculating the molecular structure (bond length and angles), but in certain conditions it may be possible to spatially align certain classes of molecules, i.e. those of low angular moment of inertia or large polarizability. This allows a degree of control of chemical reactions. For example, Machholm and Henrikson [8] have shown that using a two-pulse scheme it is possible to control the orientation of a hetero-diatomic as well as its alignment and the dissociation or reactivity with another reactant would be enhanced in one orientation compared with the opposite orientation. Furthermore, the branching ratio of photodissociation can be controlled using aligned molecules [5] . This is also observed in a comparison of mass spectra at horizontal and vertical polarizations for CH 3 I, as well as other molecules such as CS 2 and N 2 O [9, 10] .
In the above experiments which utilize nanosecond pulses, both the fragment ion direction and kinetic energy can be determined, through using ion-imaging techniques. In this paper TOF mass spectrometry is used, which can give the direction. If a split fragment ion mass peaks exist in the mass spectra, it becomes possible to also calculate the kinetic energy [10] . This information can then be used to determine bond angles and lengths prior to explosion of the parent ion.
The angular distributions of fragment ions from several small molecules have previously been studied in both the picosecond and femtosecond regimes. These studies have looked at the dynamics of both diatomic and initially linear and nonlinear triatomic molecules. In the picosecond regime Safvan et al [11] have shown that angular distributions of fragment ions from CS 2 exhibit anisotropies and also suggest that this is due to pendular states. Also, the data presented in [11] seem to show that under diffuse molecular conditions, the CS 2 is aligned in the 35 ps pulse. On the other hand, the angular distributions observed during these experiments for CS 2 could not be replicated by the present authors [9] when the femtosecond pulses were lengthened to the picosecond regime.
Spatial alignment of bent triatomic molecules was also studied by Bhardwaj et al [12] , who studied H 2 O, NO 2 and SO 2 , again in the picosecond regime. The O ion fragment is found to be isotropic, markedly anisotropic and weakly anisotropic, respectively, and the results are explained by the parallel and perpendicular components of the induced dipole moments in the bent structure. The bent H 2 O molecule was also studied by Sanderson et al [13] using ion imaging. It is found that the O ion is isotropic, but is anisotropic once the variation in detector collection volume with ion momentum is taken into account. Furthermore, using Monte Carlo calculations they were able to present data on the bond lengths and angles. The bonds in H 2 O seem to stretch in the laser field when the molecular axis is along the field direction and the H 2 O molecule experiences bond-angle softening within the laser pulse. The molecule is slightly straightened out in the field compared with the field-free bond angle.
Laser-induced alignment of several diatomic molecules such as H 2 , N 2 and I 2 has been studied using pump-probe techniques by Posthumus et al [14] [15] [16] . These experiments show that the lighter H 2 and N 2 molecules are dynamically aligned but that the more rotationally inertial I 2 is not [14, 15] . This is reflected in the cos 22 θ fit to the experimental H 2 data. The molecules that lie along the laser field are also stretched in the laser pulse to about twice the field-free equilibrium distance, at which point the ionization rate increases significantly as the barrier to ionization is lowered [15] . Furthermore, it is shown for H 2 that Coulomb explosion occurs on the leading edge of the laser pulse and bond-softening occurs on the trailing edge [16] .
The motivation for carrying out the present experiments is that to the best of the authors' knowledge, this is the first time that the angular distributions following Coulomb explosion of single tetrahedral molecules have been presented using femtosecond laser pulses alone and for fragments other than singly charged methyl and iodine ions from the CH 3 I molecule. These experimental results extend previous work done [9, 10, 17] for triatomic molecules to more complicated molecular structures. Coulomb explosion following femtosecond laser interactions with methyl iodide clusters in different carrier gases has recently been carried out by Castleman's group [18, 19] and although the techniques used are similar to those in the present experiment, the goals were completely different. It is, however, instructive to compare the fragment energetics of the Coulomb explosion of single and cluster CH 3 I molecules.
Experimental
The experimental apparatus has been described in detail elsewhere [9] . Briefly, CH 3 I was admitted effusively from an inlet system into a pre-baked high-vacuum chamber pumped to a base pressure of 10 −8 Torr by a turbomolecular pump. The CH 3 I vapour pressure was about 10 −6 Torr. The TOF spectrometer is a conventional linear system, the field-free length being 1.2 m. The ion optics are based on a Wiley-McLaren design with an Einzel lens fitted immediately after the extract optics to increase ion extraction. Extraction fields of ∼ 500 V cm −1 were used, and the mass resolution was 200 at 100 Da. Ions were detected with a Thorn-EMI electron multiplier. The mass spectra were obtained and stored using a LeCroy 9344C 500 MHz digital oscilloscope.
The laser system is based on the chirped pulse amplification technique [20] and produces pulses of about 7 mJ at 790 nm with a repetition rate of 10 Hz. The laser pulse entered the time-of-flight (TOF) axis perpendicular to the effusive molecular beam and was focused using an f/10 spherical mirror mounted inside the chamber on an x-y-z manipulator. The polarization of the laser was rotated by placing a λ/2 wave-plate in the beam, located in front of the quartz window of the TOF vacuum chamber.
Results

Mass spectra
It was reported in the introduction that a number of experiments have been carried out where nanosecond laser pulses were required to dynamically align the CH 3 I molecules. However, as the rotational period for CH 3 I is likely to be of the order of picoseconds compared with photodissociative times of about 65 fs [21] , alignment within a 50 fs pulse is not thought to be likely even with the intense laser fields used here. Thus in the present experiment any observed ion anisotropies are interpreted as arising from an angle-dependent ionization rate together with a detector acceptance angle (the angle between the TOF axis and the velocity direction), that is a function of the ion mass and energy. The split peaks in the iodine fragments when the polarization was vertical also indicates a lack of dynamic alignment.
Results from the study of the tetrahedral CH 3 I molecule are presented for a laser intensity of about 10 16 W cm −2 and 50 fs pulse duration. Mass spectra for polarizations both collinear with (horizontal) and orthogonal to (vertical) the TOF axis are shown in figures 1 and 2, respectively. The parent ion is prominent in each spectrum, but sizeable fragment ion peaks are also present. It is also evident that the branching ratio between the H, C p+ , CH + m and the I n+ increases when the polarization is horizontal. This can be explained if it is realized that when the molecules explode with the iodine fragment moving rather slowly in one direction and the carbon ions moving faster in the opposite direction, to conserve momentum the acceptance angle for the carbon fragments is smaller than that for the iodine fragments. This can be corroborated by the angular distributions that show a very large isotropic component for the low-charge-state iodine fragments.
The ponderomotive (quiver) energy of an electron in a laser field is given by the expression 9.33 × 10 −14 I (W cm −2 ) λ 2 (µm) in electron volts [22] . For a laser intensity of 10 16 W cm
and a wavelength of 790 nm this amounts to about 582 eV. As mentioned above, the maximum charge states observed for the carbon and iodine atoms in the mass spectra are, respectively, 4 and 7, at which point all the valence electrons in these two atoms have been removed. Although with the above ponderomotive energy, charge states for I > 7 are energetically possible they would be difficult to distinguish from the hydrocarbon fragments CH + m in any mass spectrum. A peak corresponding to the CH 2+ 2 fragment ion is also present in the CH m group in the mass spectra. This ion is the prominent multiply charged fragment observed in the CH m group for reasons that are not well understood; however, this doubly ionized fragment has also observed by Hering and Cornaggia [23] following femtosecond irradiation of CH 4 gas. Since the pulse duration is only 50 fs, it is unlikely that significant post-dissociative ionization occurs. Hence, the parent molecule is highly ionized and then Coulomb explodes to produce these multiply charged fragment ions. Multiply charged fragments have recently been observed extensively in femtosecond irradiation of aromatic and nitroaromatic molecules [24, 25] . Although multiply charged parent ions are not directly observed, their role in the production of I n+ (n 7) and C p+ (p 4) is inferred. As expected since there are three per molecule, the H + ion peak is the largest in the spectra. In the mass spectra, figures 1 and 2, the I n+ peaks narrow with increasing charge. This is due to production of the higher-charged ions in physically smaller more intense portions of the beam and a narrowing of the acceptance volume of the TOF for highly charged ions imparted with large velocity. It is felt that the dominant structure before Coulomb explosion is a simple, close to linear structure 3H n+ -C m+ -I p+ , giving rise to I ions and C and H ions. Mass spectra of CH 3 I at lower laser intensities of about 10 14 W cm −2 consist of only the three mass peaks of CH 3 I + , I + and CH + 3 [26] . Evidence of Coulomb explosion can also be seen from the split iodine peaks, especially for the horizontal polarization in figure 1 . The split peaks require some explanation. The broad part of the distribution comes from forward-directed ions, while the narrow and small peaks at longer times are initially backward-directed ions ejected in the Coulomb explosion. The shapes of these peaks are discussed in detail elsewhere [27] , but it can be shown that the splitting of the peaks can be linked to the ejection energy by the equation E(eV) = 9.65 × 10 where n is the charge state, t (nanosecond) is the time difference between the backward and forward ions, F (V cm −1 ) is the extraction field of the TOF and m is the ion mass in amu. For the I 2+ , I 3+ , I 4+ peaks, t was constant at about 310 ns and the kinetic energies of the ions are calculated to be, respectively, 91, 205 and 365 eV.
These values can be compared with the Coulomb explosion observed by Castleman et al [18] when a femtosecond laser interacted with methyl iodide clusters at 795 nm. Although the ion energetics depended on the carrier gas (argon or helium) and how the calculations were carried out (peak splitting or cut-off kinetic energies) the values quoted for helium gas and cut-off kinetic energies of 120, 239 and 379 eV are very similar to the values observed in this paper.
Angular distributions
The angular distributions of fragment ions from CH 3 I are shown in figures 3-5. The parent ion distribution is characteristically isotropic and is not shown. As in the case for the peripheral ions from CS 2 and CO 2 [9] and N 2 O [10] , the I ion distributions are a maximum in the direction of collinearity between the polarization and TOF axis (0 • and 180 • ). The mass peak area intensities for I + , I 2+ and I 3+ are similar, whereas the maximum peak intensity drops quickly for the I 4+ , I 5+ , I 6+ and I 7+ ion peaks. This is due to the very high intensities required to produce these highly charged fragment ions and the small volume and short fraction of the laser pulse time where this high peak intensity is reached. Intact parent ions and low-kinetic-energy fragment ions with small charge are produced in the low-intensity wings, whereas highly charged fragment ions ejected with significant kinetic energy are produced in high-intensity portions of the laser pulse.
All the I ion distributions are similar in appearance, with comparable widths and the minimum ion intensity occurring at ± 90
• . The distributions of I n+ are shown in figure 3 . Due to its large moment of inertia, the CH 3 I molecule is not expected to rotate significantly during the 50 fs pulse duration, despite the strong electric field strength of the laser pulse. Thus, the similar widths of the distributions support the hypothesis that the observed anisotropy of the fragment ions results solely from the enhancement of the ionization and dissociation process when the molecule is initially oriented along the laser polarization direction. This observation is similar to that described for the CS 2 molecule [9] . Alignment would be more pronounced as the charge state or polarizability of the parent increases, which would result in a narrowing of the distributions. When the H 3 -C-I bonds are orientated along the TOF axis, the I ions resulting from Coulomb explosion are detected efficiently, resulting in a maximum in the distribution.
A further feature of the I ion distributions of note is an isotropic component that gradually disappears as the charge state increases. This suggests that the lesser-charged fragments are likely to come from 'soft' fragmentation of a singly charged parent precursor giving rise to lowkinetic-energy fragments that are within the acceptance volume of the TOF. The higher-charged fragments come from highly charged and unstable transient states of the parent molecule, undergoing Coulomb explosion, which results in higher kinetic energies. This decreases the probability of detecting them when the molecule is orientated orthogonally with respect to the TOF axis, reducing the isotropy of the distribution.
Distributions of CH + m (m 3), CH 2+ 2 , H + and C p+ (p 4) ions were also measured, as shown in figures 4 and 5, and their appearance are similar to those for the I fragments. This is an interesting observation. In neutral CH 3 I, the H-C-H bond angle is 111.4
• and dissociation of this molecular geometry would result in a broader distribution for H + ions, due to the ejection of slow ions, regardless of molecular orientation with respect to the laser polarization, compared with I + ions. It may even result in a distribution that would be a maximum for vertical polarization. It is postulated that the CH 3 I molecule is thus distorted, through a reduction of the H-C-H bond angle in the presence of the intense laser field prior to dissociation, since the hydrogen and iodine distributions are similar in width. Consequently, it is believed that the structure before explosion is H 3 -C-I as explained earlier. As each of the ions are peaked along the 0
• /180
• direction, the CH 3 I ion may be excited to a state with a structure akin to that of the extreme turning point of an umbrella-mode vibration [21] .
Comparing the distributions for the CH m ions, it can be seen that CH + and CH + 2 are more anisotropic than the CH 3 ion. This is because the CH 3 I molecular ion is more violently dissociated when it is highly charged and hence the methyl part is also fragmented with greater kinetic energy, accounting for the increased anisotropy. Also in the low-intensity wings of the laser beam, the CH 3 I molecule dissociates gently to form the methyl fragment. There is a small anisotropy in the distribution for H + 2 which perhaps suggests that two H atoms can bond together before being detached from the parent precursor, lending support to the CH 3 I molecule umbrella mode being excited.
As the C ion distributions (figure 5) are similar to those for the I ions, being markedly anisotropic with equal widths for all charge states, this further indicates that the molecule is linearly extended as described earlier, with the H-C-H angle being reduced considerably. As the charge on both the C and I atoms increase, this will consequently increase the kinetic energy released as the Coulomb repulsion increases in the explosion process. The presence of the H ions are likely to have a negligible effect on the carbon ion distribution which results from the C-I bond breaking.
Conclusion
In conclusion, mass spectra and angular distributions of fragment ions arising from the Coulomb explosion of the tetrahedral CH 3 I molecule were studied at laser intensities of about 10 16 W cm −2 and in the femtosecond regime (50 fs). It can be seen in the mass spectra that there is a difference in the branching ratio of the fragment ions, i.e. there is a difference in fragment ion yields, between horizontal and vertical polarization [5] . This is due to the fact that in any explosion, to conserve momentum the carbon ions move faster than the iodine ions, resulting in a smaller acceptance volume for the carbon ions.
The ionization of the parent precedes the fragmentation and the fragment ions arise either from 'soft' dissociation or Coulomb explosion of the methyl iodide precursor. The lack of multiply charged parent ions shows that the parent ion is unstable for charges greater than one. It is further shown that, for molecules such as CH 3 I, the observed anisotropies of the fragment ion distributions most likely arise from an enhanced ionization and dissociation when the molecular axes are parallel to the laser field. The fragment ions are detected most efficiently along the TOF axis for horizontal laser polarization. It is postulated that the molecules change from an open to a closed umbrella-like structure in the intense laser field, prior to dissociation. The I ion peaks up to I 7+ are observed and show a marked anisotropy, especially as the charge increases. The fact that the distributions have very similar widths implies a geometric alignment. Peaks for C ions up to C 4+ are also observed. A CH 2+ 2 peak is present and is the prominent multicharged ion in the CH m group. The reason that this is so is unknown but suggests that the lifetimes of others may be short compared with the flight times in the extraction region of the TOF.
Coulomb explosion has obviously taken place since the iodine ion peaks in the present experiment are clearly split. The energies of the I 2+ , I 3+ and I 4+ ions have been calculated to be 91, 205 and 365 eV, respectively. These can be compared with the energetics of the iodine ions in Coulomb explosion of methyl iodide clusters in argon and helium carrier gases at similar laser intensities and wavelength carried out by Castleman et al [18] . These authors show that when helium gas is used as a carrier and if the cut-off kinetic method is used to determine the energies, the values for the I 2+ , I 3+ and I 4+ ion energies are 120, 239 and 379 eV, respectively, very similar to the energies calculated for the Coulomb explosion of single molecules in this paper.
